Workshare Transact

The smarter
way to close
deals

Deliver closing binders faster and create a lasting impression

Move deals out of email

Sign off fully executed

Assemble closing binders

& control them online

files as you go

within 48hrs of deal close

Your closing binders could be with clients within 48hrs of a
deal closing. Revolutionize the way you manage transactions
with one simple, secure, online checklist solution.
With Workshare Transact you anchor documents to each line
of your checklist and can deliver fully executed versions while
the deal progresses. You don’t need to leave everything until
the end of the process to assemble files, chase signatures and
manually complete the closing binder.

You should use Workshare if you want to...
Be more productive – Share, organize and collate files related

to a deal in one online workspace, then, when you’re ready,
create the closing binder at the touch of a button.
Build a great reputation – Remove the chaos traditionally

associated with document reviews and get a reputation for
being efficient and easy to work with.

Workshare mirrors the traditional workflows associated with
transaction management, which legal teams are familiar with,
making it easy to pick-up-and-go with this automated
solution.
Bring efficiency and control to the document review process.
You can collaborate securely online with invited parties;
review or compare documents; get status updates on-demand;
and sign off fully executed versions as soon as they are ready.
The power of automation frees up your time during the deal,
so you can focus on your clients rather than on the paper trail.

Time waits for no one.
When it’s time for you and the team to move
on to the next project you’ll be primed and
ready to go, instead of bogged down with
paperwork from a previous transaction.

And, when the deal is done, you and the team are free to move
on to the next project, safe in the knowledge that everything
from the last transaction has been perfectly tied up and
delivered.

By assembling the closing binder as you go,
you can deliver it within 48hrs of deal close.
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Deliver closing binders faster and create a lasting impression
The document review process no longer needs to be the mammoth task it once was.
Files can be securely shared, reviewed and edited online, while using drag and drop

Collaborate online

technology to populate your checklist. Fully executed versions of each file are
delivered faster, leaving a lasting impression with your clients that you deliver
perfect results in a way that’s simple and efficient.

Stay in control of transactions by moving deals out of your inbox and into an
interactive online workspace. The latest version of every file is quick to locate and

Stay in control

you can give status updates instantly. When it comes to delivering the closing binder,
there’s no need to spend hours printing or hunting down files, everything is already
assembled in one place.

Workshare deal checklists mimic the traditional process, so they’re familiar and
comfortable to manage. Using a dynamic online solution means document reviews

Spend time on clients

are smarter and faster for all involved. Files are fed into a PDF editor and fully
executed versions can be delivered with ease, so legal teams spend their valuable
time on clients, not on admin.

Other Resources:
Hear our Product Manager, Owen Oliver, explain more about Workshare Transact - www.youtube.com/watch?v=27Ocv8bZ25s

About Workshare
Workshare is dedicated to helping professionals compare, protect and share their high stakes documents. Since 1999, Workshare has developed and released
intelligent technology for business services firms. Now, more than two million professionals use Workshare around the world.
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